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ABN Amro Uses Surecomp's allNETT to Renew Trade Finance Operations -

Daily News Bulletin

14 Oct 10

gtnews has launched a daily News Bulletin bringing
the latest news and ratings direct to your inbox. To
make sure you are kept informed, register here.

Dutch bank ABN Amro Bank has licensed allNETT, Surecomp's web-based trade finance
front-end solution for banks and their corporate customers.
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allNETT is a Java J2EE web-based, 24/7 multi-customer, multi-entity solution for both
initiating trade finance transactions and extracting wide-ranging inquiries and reports.
allNETT makes the corporate processing of letters of credit (LCs) more efficient by
eliminating all manual activities previously associated with such transactions.
With allNETT, ABN Amro will be able to react to the evolving requirements of the fast-paced
corporate world by offering an attractive, easy-to-learn and cost-saving solution.
Acknowledged as a 'green' solution, allNETT eliminates costs associated with the creation of
LCs and guarantees and enhances the paperless office concept.

See the shortlist for the gtnews Global Corporate
Treasury Awards 2010 and book your table for the
event today.
Read contributing editor Enrico Camerinelli's latest
Financial Supply Chain Blog.
Relive Global Corporate Treasurers Forum
Europe with our forum report, video interviews and
live blog archive.
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"In the banking industry, innovation is becoming increasingly critical for effectively responding
to the needs of corporate customers in multiple locations in real time," said Surecomp
chairman Joel Koschitzky. "allNETT joins the arsenal of innovative solutions at the disposal of
ABN Amro as it seeks to enhance its recognised brand name and enable its corporate
customers to stake leadership positions in their respective markets."
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Commentary
Risk, Regulation and the Rise of Asia:
Corporate and Bank Perspectives - 12 Oct 2010
This year's EuroFinance Cash and Treasury
Management conference was held in Geneva,
Switzerland. The three key topics under discussion were
risk, new regulation and growth in Asia. This
commentary looks at the challenges and opportunities in
the year ahead.
Commentary
gtnews Global Corporate Treasury Awards
2010 Shortlist - 28 Sep 2010
The gtnews Global Corporate Treasury Awards 2010,
sponsored by Bank of America Merrill Lynch, pay tribute
to treasury innovation that has contributed to the
success of a corporate's business. The awards will be
presented at a gala dinner at Sibos in Amsterdam on 26
October 2010.
Blog
Financial Supply Chain Blog
Part 3: Sustainable Supply Chains: Why They
Should Matter to Finance - 21 Sep 2010
At a recent conference, compelling cases were made
that sustainability needs to be a key feature in future
supply chains. Why is this important and how can
corporates and financial institutions alike adopt this
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